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High Heels - The Potential And The Glory

High heel shoes are every woman's favorite type of shoe and are great for accentuating your
figure. From stilettos to wedges, sequins to spikes and ranging in height, women's high heel
sandals have a real big selection they are perfect with any outfit all year long. If you have
going to demonstrate the energy and also the glory of five different high heeled shoes:

Stiletto
The potency of the stiletto happens to be recognizable. They may be perfect with everything
from your short, pleated mini skirt to some gorgeous pair of boot cut jeans. Stilettos use a
business woman style for many years and compliment a feminine figure beautifully. Get those
heads turning down the street which has a sharp pinstripe suit and stunning black and silver
stilettos. Elegant and stylish yet somehow still denoting power and strength.

Peep Toe
Peep toes add the cute and cheeky turn to any fashionista's wardrobe. This seasons fashion
for peep toes is sequins, studs and patterns so bright colors and plenty of glitter and glamour
is crucial.Come early july, draw out that exciting mini dress which has been hiding from the
wardrobe and show it off with a set of two stunning, sparkling high heel peep toes. Printed
peep toes have become fashionable this coming year and with prints varying from animal to
cartoon characters it's very easy to find the proper pair for your image.

Wedges
Wedges really are a summer classic and still have been since early 1940's. Like a cultural
piece, these are more popular and definately will complement any outfit from a bright, colorful,
flowing summer dress to casual off the shoulder top and shorts. Wedges are versatile in vogue
and therefore are the perfect shoe for whether night around town or even a relaxing day
around the beach. Be mindful though, wedges are the perfect shoe for showing off those
stunning legs so stray from hiding them.
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Platforms
Famous fashion icons have brought platforms in the forefront of favor and type. With their
unforgettable look and distinct punk appearance they're great for any kind of outfit from
glamour to alternative. Have you thought to put a set of studded platforms having a tartan mini
skirt and leather jacket? It is simple yet stylish and in keeping with all the alternate side to
fashion.However, platforms are considered the ideal candidate abbreviated cocktail dresses
and maxi dresses so may be suitable for any formal occasion too.

Sandals
Sandals are no longer just the flat, open toe lace up shoe everyone knows and love. They
have now crept in to the heel bone side of fashion and are increasing in popularity with a array
of colors, sizes and designs. Sandals are getting to be more modernized, whilst still
captivating the classic Greek lace style. High calf laced sandals are the perfect accessory an
across the knee, free flowing belted dress as well as a fantastic way to show off feet and legs
yet in the elegant manner.

Women's high heel sandals have invariably been a popular shoe for each and every woman
and therefore are assured to make you look and feel amazing. With styles and shapes never
limited and colors always fresh it's rarely nearly impossible to find the perfect pair for your look



you need and at good prices. Understand that shoe sizing is essential! Footwear inside the
wrong size can distort the entire image and can be really irritating, especially women's high
heel sandals.
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